4 Reasons to Study Abroad in Philadelphia

If you’re considering studying abroad in the United States, be sure
Philadelphia is on your radar. Ranked #3 on The New York Times’“Top 52
Places to go in 2015,” there’s no denying Philadelphia is a great place
to visit. Now learn what makes the City of Brotherly Love ideal for
studying abroad.

1. Colleges and universities galore.
Philadelphia is home to the second-largest number of colleges in the
United States. In fact, the city even has a neighborhood aptly named
University City, which encompasses six colleges and universities within
a few blocks of each other. Students from all over the world come here
to study pharmaceuticals, biotechnology, health care, finance,

insurance and more. Chances are, if you want to study it, you can find
a school in Philadelphia to do so.
2. Proximity to major cities.
Location, location, location: Philadelphia is conveniently situated
between New York City (2 hours by car) and Washington D.C. (3 hours by
car)—perfect for weekend excursions. Philadelphia’s rail service
spans the Northeast, providing convenient travel to Boston and other
major U.S. cities, as well as Canada. Bus service to and from
Philadelphia is also easily accessible, with daily arrivals from all
parts of the country.
3. Rich in history.
The birthplace of American independence and the American flag. Home of
the Liberty Bell, America’s first university and the oldest
residential street. History finds you wherever you turn in
Philadelphia. Find inspiration studying where history was made.
4. Delicious food.
The cheesesteak and soft pretzel may be emblematic of Philadelphia
cuisine; however, the city is gaining traction as one of the best
places to dine in the United States. Its roving food trucks are popular
among college students and with a variety of international flavors,

even those studying abroad can find a piece of home right in
Philadelphia.

超牛逼雅思寫作用法總整理
1.知道 on sb’s radar
Eg. She has been on my radar since her first novel came out, but I
haven't read any of her books.
2.無可否認地 there’s no denying
Eg. There is no denying that such measures can produce the desired effect
for some time but the effect cannot last long.
3.很有可能地 chances are
Eg. Chances are that we will win easily.
4.獲得注意 gain traction
Eg. We work with you to help you gain traction in your local market and
deliver a positive customer experience.

